
22 Bowditch Street, Muirhead

Breathtakingly beautiful – Unassuming elegance
Designed with flow and function in mind, this cleverly crafted executive
abode has that timeless touch, that effortless elegance that just quietly says
“I am luxury”. From the front entry with the main door opening wide to
showcase a feature pendant light strung low from the two storey void above,
the home has been crafted to cater to the everyday needs yet elevate for
impressive entertaining.

A front facing informal living room is framed with windows that showcase
the cool blue depths of the adjacent pool. Glass framed stairs lead through
to the master bedroom suite above which includes an incredible walk in
robe and ensuite bathroom with free standing bath and waterfall walk in
shower.

From the living spaces the home flows through to the central kitchen,
dinning room and outdoor entertaining areas that work together to create
an entertaining hub of the home. The kitchen has stone topped breakfast
bar with pendant lighting throwing patterns over the ceiling. Quality
appliances, hidden fridge and mirrored splashbacks compliment the
modern tones of this wonderful area.

Two bedrooms plus a family room reside on the lower level and each
includes tiled flooring with split A/C and large windows. The family room is
spaciously designed with a homely touch that invites you to sit, stay and
unwind.

Step out onto the verandah that overlooks the glass framed swimming pool

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that
information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any
responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely
upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.
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Price SOLD for $1,000,000
Property TypeResidential
Property ID 275
Land Area 630 m2
Floor Area 341 m2
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Nikki Vazanellis - 0450 473 710
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Australia 
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